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Am?tmfttie M21950, Serial No. 153,886" 

ihventionr'eiaites. tofsixi'fede czieeniiié. .dei. 
vices' arid nidrenpafticularly to‘. dust pans usedin 
cooperation withi‘avbfoom 01_=_13h€:11*1§€ for, remove 
ing;,.sweep"ings1 from ?oer‘s‘lof other suffaces;.~.. 
The conventional; dust pan is providedtwith 8;. 

contact or leading?‘ edge of substantially’ .itigizii 
construction which‘. isp'lra'ced incontzieit with: the 
?oor and _ sweepinésathereupofil swept iovieit. this 
edge onto ‘the perf'bottorm Duei tof'its rigidity,“ 
the leading" edge» of theueonventionéi pan dees 
not conform to; the-irregularities? or. undulations 
often present in ?oors. 
of the .nainijftom? eontactineihe ?oor‘ uniformly 
thrqiiehout the length .of- the-hedge» the .derimstead; of into‘. 
being. that .dust-,.is1.swent=i . 
thepan; leaving‘dustr on the‘- ?oor' when the pan‘ 
is‘rgjsved. ‘_ .. _ 

instant invention}_ 

These prevent the- edge. 

olaiiné (01.‘ tit-"50") 

5 

fsqpe’ctive View ofi'di‘i‘élviortiif 55v 

...Fig- 2; is: end view 
qlineénos?Mn showing the. leading edge eon 
forn'iingito an-undulating surfaee'; ‘ _. _ _ . I .__,, 

Fig. 3 is a perspective view of the dust pan‘ 
?exed/into‘scoopshapei . - 

?eggibie?insert, and the body of one form‘ of the 

invention;;_ p _ _ _ .-. '. Eig- 6 151a- sqqtien takenet?r?iin Fig, 2:1 

Elie-H7. is aseétion takenv at tie-.6 in? Big-abut 
s'hoyvingpai modified construction in this area; for 

a SEQOHQfO-I’mQftheinv?liiioni. .. , . . .. -;8. 1.3.?» vcomposite.plain. ,viewlshowine at the: 

left the blank, andetuthewright the’ completed 
strewn-re 0i a; third form of: the.i-nven11.iQI1:;-.-. . 
.ij'igb 9 is end‘ View of the completedv pan 

sho-whinliiig 8,; M e. . . 

. Elie. ‘lqiisan end view of a- fourth form of the 

instant invention; ; v(gig.v L1 is a section taken at H~—‘—I'l~ in Fig.‘ 9; 

and" ~ M .. .. F g? .12 if? .% .s?ctipn- taken at‘ I27! 2.111. Pie, 10, 

F011;: fo‘rimsl ‘or; ; species ‘of; the instant invention; 
sweet. 1.11; drawings;- the ?rst .i1.1;.Fies->.1: 
thrb'l'igh 6; the...seeensl..in Rig-.7 as modifying: the. 
?r§i§-~ the thirdly-.1 jl?gssaiehaml' 1:111» and the 
foiii‘t'h' in Figs. 10 and 12-, as modifying the third» 

foi; H / ~ .; 1 LL: I; 1 ~ i?rstlforxn,..s.no.vm.in Fig$.-_.1 .thrQug-n.-e~ 

' 4 1 . "body klftqjwh-ich' a yoke- type: 

‘?le-7.12 .iwivetally sepuredt .] ‘q; fiiOHIIaI blame l3 (Fig.v 5)v and an: 
insert plank-I4 (Fig.4).v , > 

.s'd.‘ , . .. 

bélidleé’ upwari‘dlv marginal portioneer .§i@e;we1-1.s.; 
wsotf' we'bleméi malb?jgri?é .dbttédf lines? .11. 

" . Th'élpaiibe yaw ié.9.1.1t.1ined..bs?. 

of‘ the. diist pen‘. in} 
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at substantially right angles to a base strip 32 as 
indicated in Fig. 6, and a similar angular bend is 
made in the blank 13 along the line 2|. 
The insert I4 is assembled with the blank [3 by 

placing the base strip 32 on the pan bottom with 
the bend line 31 substantially coinciding with 
the bend line 2|; then folding the body mem 
bers 23, 24 inwardly along a line 33 and thence 
downwardly toward the strip 32. Thus assem 
bled, the body notches 26 and insert notches 29 
are staggered so that no open spaces remain in 
the assembled rear wall 22 which thus acts as a 
solid wall to prevent sweepings from falling out 
at the rear of the pan, while also permitting the 
wall to flex with the bottom wall l8 due to the 
above described notched structure of the rear 
section of the blank and the insert. 
To unite the side walls Hi to the rear wall 22, 

end ?aps 35 on the side walls are folded in 
wardly along the lines 31 and secured within the 
folds of the thumbs 24. Thus, the insert I4 is 
con?ned between the bent portions of the ?ngers 
and thumbs 23, 24, and the side walls iii of the 
pan body. 
The handle i2 is preferably made from wire 

having resilient and springlike qualities. The 
wire is bent at a central portion into a substan 
tially U-shaped grip portion 4|. At the extrem 
ities of the U-shaped formation the wire is bent 
outwardly in substantially'equal and diverging 
lengths 42. At the ends of these lengths, the 
wire is bent angularly to form substantially par 
allel arms 43, and upturned stops 44 are formed 
at the free ends of these arms. 7 
Connection between each side wall and the 

handle i2 is effected by curling tabs '5! of the 
side walls over the arms 43 of the handle to form 
two elongated pivotal connections between body 
and handle. 
The ?exible bottom of the pan with its thin and 

flexible leading edge l9, preferably slightly 
bowed downwardly as shown in Fig. 1, may be 
placed in contact with a ?oor or other surface 
having undulations such as shown at 56 in Fig. 2, 
and in position to receive sweepings. 
Due to its ?exibility, the leading edge 59, under 

slight downward pressure, conforms to the undu-. 
lations, and the edge remains in close contact 
with the floor during application of this pressure 
so that the sweepings may be transferred from 
the ?oor to the pan, leaving substantially no dust 
line on the surface when the pan is raised. 
The ?exible structure imparted to the back or 

rear wall of the pan by the notched structure, 
comprising the ?ngers and thumbs 23, 24, 21 and 
28 of the body and insert, permit the back to be 
bowed downwardly, as shown in Fig. 3, and the 
bottom 18 to be bowed into scoop formation by 
inwardly directed hand pressure on opposite sides 
of the U-shaped portion M of the handle I2. 
This scoop formation of the pan body permits the 
operator to pour or discharge the contents of the 
pan into a bag or other receptacle without spill 
ing the contents of the pan, the scoop directing 
the contents through a relatively small opening 
in the bag or receptacle. 
The second form of the invention is a modi? 

cation, shown in Fig. 7, of the ?rst form shown 
in Figs. 1 through 6. In this second form, an 
insert 5!, comparable in function to insert M 
in the above described ?rst form'of the invention, 
is secured along its base strip 62 to the bottom 
wall [8 of the pan by one or more rivets 63 or 
other suitable means. The ?ngers 64 and'thumbs 
of the insert 6| are longer than the ?ngers 66 
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4 
and thumbs of the body, and the upper margin 
61 of each of the insert ?ngers and thumbs is bent 
rearwardly and downwardly over the body ?ngers 
and thumbs. In this structure, the notches in 
the body and insert portions of the rear wall 
members are staggered as in the ?rst described 
form. This second form thus functions in the 
same manner as the ?rst; a principal distinction 
lying in the manner of retaining the insert in its 
assembled position. ' 
The third form of the invention (Figs. 8, 9 and 

11) is similar to the ?rst and second forms de 
scribed above excepting in the structure of the 
?exible rear wall. In this third form, the rear 
section of the blank, shown in the left half of 
Fig. 8, merges with the bottom wall l8 along an 
arcuate line ‘H, extending from one side wall It 
to the other, and is divided into a series of cen 
tral members or ?ngers l2 and end members or 
thumbs ‘I3 by notches or slits 14 which extend 
from the periphery of the blank inwardly to the 
arcuate line ‘H. These members, ‘I2, 13 when 
bent upwardly along the line H, overlap each 
other, as shown at 76 (Fig. 9). Tabs 11, formed 

w- at the outer margin of each of the members ‘l2, 
T3 are bent downwardly over the overlapped por 
tions '16. Thus the several members ‘l2, 13, form 
a ?exible rear wall, each member being movable 
together with the bottom wall I8 and laterally 
relative to the next member, as in the ?rst and 
second forms described above, when the bottom 
is ?exed. , 

The fourth form of the invention (Figs. 8, l0 
and 12) is similar to the above described third 
form but with the addition of a wire insert 8! 
(Figs. 10 and 12) which may be provided to rein~ 
force and maintain alignment of the several 
members ‘l2, 13, of the rear wall as they are ?exed. 
The wire is shorter than the minimum length of 
the top of the rear wall and is assembled with 
these upstanding members by curling the tabs 11 
over it as shown in Fig. 12. 
To maintain the wire centrally disposed in the 

curled tabs at the top of the wall, a short loop 
82 may be formed in the wire, and the loop locked 
in a notch 83 formed in a central member 12 
(Fig. 10). 
In each of the four forms of the invention de 

scribed herein, the resilient handle 12 and its 
arms 43, pivotally connected to the side walls 
l6 of the pan body, normally hold the side walls 
apart under yielding pressure, keep the articulate 
rear wall preferably in slightly curved form, and 
retain the ?exible bottom of the pan slightly 
bowed as shown in Fig. 1. , 
When the handle is held in the usual manner 

and squeezed slightly by the hand holding the 
pan, the opposite side arms 43 move the side 
walls inwardly, thereby increasing the bow in 
the ?exible bottom and articulate rear walls to 
the desired degree of scoop formation for use in 
collecting sweepings or disposing of the collected 
sweepings. 
Furthermore, in each of the forms the several 

members of the rear wall are moved laterally, or 
oscillated slightly, relative to each other so that 
the wall may follow the curvature or bow of the 
bottom wall as when the pan is transformed into 
the scoop shown in Fig. 3. 

It will be understood from the foregoing de 
scription that other variations in form and struc 
ture of the invention may be made without de 
parting from the spirit and scope of the inven 
tion, the forms hereinabove disclosed being 
merely preferred embodiments thereof. 
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We claim: 
1. In a dust pan or similar article, a bottom 

wall of ?exible material having a thin contact 
or leading edge and bounded on each of two op 
posite sides contiguous’ to said leading edge by 
upstanding side walls, and by an articulate rear 
wall comprising a series of upstanding members 
disposed between said side walls, each of the 
two opposite end members in said series being 
united at its base with said bottom wall and 
at its side with an adjacent end of a said side 
wall, the remainder of said upstanding mem 
bers each being united at its base with said 
bottom wall only and freely movable laterally 
relative to its next adjacent member when 
said bottom wall is ?exed into a scoop formation 
between said side walls by application of pres 
sure directed inwardly against said side walls. 

2. A dust pan of the character set forth‘v in 
claim 1 in which the side walls are united to a 
spring handle having a pair of arms extending 
outwardly from said handle, each of said side 
walls being pivotally connected to one of said 
arms, said spring handle normally acting through 
said pivotal connections to urge said side walls 
outwardly under the yielding pressure exerted 
by the normal expansion tendency of the handle 
to maintain said bottom wall normally in a, slight 
ly bowed form. ' I 

3. A dust pan of the character set forth in 
claim 1 in which the upper end of each up 
standing member is formed with a tab which is 
bent downwardly over a portion of its next adj a 
cent upstanding member to guide each said 
member in its movements.’ 

4. A dust pan of the character set forth in 
claim 3 in which the tabs are curled downwardly 
and a wire extends longitudinally through the 
curled tabs to maintain alignment of the up 
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6 
standingmembers and to reinforce the rear wall. 

5. A dust pan of the character set forth in 
claim 4 in which a centrally disposed curled tab 
is formed with a notch therein, and a short 
loop formed in the wire extends through said 
notch to lock the wire in centrally disposed rela 
tion in the series of curled tabs. 

6. A dust pan of the character set forth in 
claim 1 in which the articulate rear wall com 
prises two series of upstanding members, the 
members of one of said series being united to said 
bottom wall and retaining the other series in 
staggered relation and in sliding engagement with 
said ?rst mentioned series of upstanding mem 
bers. 

7. A dust pan of the character set forth in 
claim 6 in which one of the series of upstanding 
members is united with the bottom wall and the 
other series of upstanding members is united 
with a base strip, said base strip being secured to 
said bottom wall. 

- ROLF L. ANDERSON 
OTTO F. BLOM. 
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